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MULTI-DOSE
QUBE
AUTO BLISTER
MONITORED DOSAGE SYSTEM
Started by a pharmacist in 1989, Venalink is one
of the most respected companies in Monitored
Dosage Systems throughout Europe. With
product development and excellent customer
service Venalink is instrumental in bringing
innovative products and techniques to the field
of compliance.
With over 20 years experience in monitored
dosage systems Venalink is a trusted trading
partner in the UK and across Europe.
Venalink is an owned subsidiary of world
leaders Jones Packaging based in Canada - Jones
supply high quality packaging solutions to a wide
portfolio of high profile companies.

Connect with us @Venalink

A Guide to

Automation

Automation made simple
Providing monitored dosage solutions to comm unity pharm acies and care homes
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enalink Qube card and auto blister is

The Venalink cold seal Qube card is widely used

innovatively designed to work with

and compatible with SynMed, requiring no

SynMed automated dispensing machine. Our

medication card changes when embracing

card and blister works in complete harmony

automation. Cards are user friendly and have

with the automation system, saving time whilst

unique incision markers to ensure accuracy

dispensing and enabling staff to produce

when sealing. The auto blister is specifically

medication packs with speed and precision.

produced to partner with the Qube card and

Venalink working together with automation

machine. Angled blisters allow the card to fold
with ease without compromising medication
space.

multi-dose blister packs
for patient medication
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BLISTER

2

QUBE CARD

Unique angled auto blister works Trifold Qube card with incision
in harmony with the automation markers for seamless production of
dispensing machine. Place blister monitored dosage packs.
in automated tray holder.
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CREASE

Fold the cut out section back on
itself and crease with fingers
along the edge.
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PEEL

Peel off the white backing paper
to reveal the silver foil.

Safe compliance packaging works
seamlessly with automation
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ALIGN

8

ROLL

Lineup the incision markers on the card with
the markers on the auto tray/template.

QUBE CARD & AUTO BLISTER FEATURES


Slightly angled blisters allow the card to be effortlessly sealed with-
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SEAL

Rub over the back with your hand to pre-seal.
Using the roller roll vertically from the bottom to
the top applying pressure, repeat this to cover the
entire surface. Ensure you roll right over the edge
of the card. Repeat this horizontally from right to
left applying pressure.
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Take the card out of the template and fold the
card over the blister, crease the edge.

out compromising medication space



Incision markers make it simple to align the filled blister and card



Large blister space for multi-dose medication



7 day/weekly, 4 times a day dose



Larger Morning and Bedtime blister space

Place the card back in to the auto tray/template blister side down.
Repeat the previous seal process.
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FOLD

ENALINK CARD & BLISTER

